INTRODUCTION
The problem of finding a state-space representation for a differ ential system has received wide attention. Thus, algorithms for obtain ing a state-space representation for single input, single output systems can be found in numerous textbooks, such as those by Zadeh and Desoer, 2 3 Laning and Battin, and Athans and Falb. There are also a few algo rithms available for linear RLC networks, such as those given by 4 5 Bryant and Kuh and Rohrer, which can be considered to be particular forms of multiple-input, multiple-output differential systems. However, there does not seem to be a specific algorithm described in the literature
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Consider the differential system S with input u(t) = (u (t),u (t)... t T 1 2 n T ...u (t)) and output y(t) = (y (t),y (t),...,y (t)) , described by the
system of differential equations S:L(p)y(t) = M(p)u(t),(1)
It is proposed to construct from S a system S, with input u(t) =(uVhu^t),... ,ur(t))T and output y(t) =(yX(t), y2(t),... ,yn(t))T, of the form
/v> Step 1
When L(p) is premultiplied by T..[f(p)], the jth row of L(p) is multiplied by f(p) and added to the ith row of L(p), otherwise the product has the same rows as L(p). The effect of premultiplication of L(p) by U.. is to exchange the ith and jth rows, and the effect
Find among the nonzero element in the first column of the matrix L(p), one which is of least degree. Suppose this element is in the ith Rename the matrices L'(p) and M'(p) as L(p), M(p) .
Step 2
For i= 2, 3, ... , n, divide
where chi(p) is the quotient polynomial and r.,(p) is the remainder polynomial, with degree strictly less than the degree of in(p). Now, multiply both sides of (1) 
in terms of the quantities appearing in (4) . Rename the matrices L'(p)
Step 3
If the elements i,,, i»,, ..., i , are not identically zero, repeat
Step 1 and Step 2 again and again until the remainders r.,(p), as given by (4), are identically zero for i= 2, 3, . . . , n. Since all the polynomials are of finite degree and since each iteration of Step 1 and 2 lowers the degree of the element^(p), it is clear that this is a finite procedure.
Again rename the matrices as L(p) and M(p).
Step 4
Find a nonzero element among^22' *"\2* • • • » * ? wnic^is°* least degree (second column, last n -1 rows). Suppose it is in the ith row. Premultiply both sides of (1) by U^. to bring it to the second row and rename the matrices of the products as L(p) and M(p), res pectively. Carry out Steps 2 and 3 with the index 2 replacing the index 1 in all operations. We now have a matrix L(p) whose elements in the first two columns, below the principal diagonal, are zero. Proceed in a similar fashion to obtain a system S whose matrix L(p) has only zero elements below the principal diagonal, i. e. ,
Step 5
Now force, in each column, the off diagonal elements of the matrix L(p) to be lower degree polynomials than the diagonal element.
To achieve this, divide^22^into^12^' to obtain
where q12(p) is t*ie quotient polynomial and r^P) is tne remainder
polynomial, with degree strictly less than the degree of i^pCp)* Now multiply both sides of (6) by the matrix T.
2[-q_2(p)] and rename the respective matrix products as L(p) and M(p). Next, divide &%?(p)
into J0.,(p),^23^P^to ODtain
where q.~is the quotient polynomial and r.~is the remainder polynomial with degree strictly less than 433(p). Now multiply both sides of (1) 
and hence the order of the system S is v-, + v-» + • • • + v . We now sho
how to obtain v. state variables, x., x . , . . . , x. , from the scalar equation for the output y , where i = l, 2, . . . , n.
Again referring to (6), we see that the scalar differential equation
for y is 
Solving the above system of equations we obtain:
1 2 n where x = (x , x , .. . , x ), A is a v x v matrix, B is a n n n n nn n n n v xr matrix, C is a lxv matrix.and D is a lxr matrix, each n n n n n with components as shown below:
n n n i n n n n n v -2 -a n 0 a nn nn n (13)
(15) i. e. ,
The set of equations (13) x,,x .,...,x " , which satisfy a set of equations of the form
x ,(t) A . .x ,(t) + A . x (t) + B , n-11 ' = n-1, n-1 n-P ' n-l,n n* n-1
y n-1,n-1 n-lv ' n-l,n nx n-1 -12-Where A .
, is a v ,xv , matrix, A . is a v ,xv matrix, n-1, n-1 n-1 n-1 n-l,n n-1 n B , is a v ,xr matrix, and C . ., C , , and D . are n-l n-i n-1, n-1 n-l,n n-1 matrices of respective dimension lxv n, lxv and lxr.
The same process is now applied to the third line from the bottom of (6) and continued until all the n equations of (6) are similarly treated. Putting it all together into a single matrix form, we get the desired minimal state equivalent of our original system S: 
